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1. (10 points) LetG = (V,E) be an undirected graph, and assume that some of the edges inE
are designated as “bad.”

How can you find a spanning tree ofG that contains as few bad edges as possible?

How fast can you construct such a spanning tree?

2. (20 points) In this question we consider hash functions from a key universeU = {0, . . . , t−
1}d to table indices{0, . . . , t −1}. Hered is some fixed integer greater than 1 andt is a
prime number.

For eachd-tuplea = 〈a1, . . . ,ad〉 ∈U define the function

ha(x) = ∑
1≤i≤d

aixi mod t ,

wherex = 〈x1, . . . ,xd〉 ∈U .

In class we showed that the set

H0 = {ha; a ∈U }

forms a universal set of hash functions.

The random choice of a function fromH0 requires to choosed random numbersa1, . . . ,ad

from {0, . . . , t −1}.

(a) Would it also suffice to choose justd −1 random numbers? In other words, is the set

H1 =
{

ha |a = 〈1,a2, . . . ,ad〉 ∈ {0, . . . , t −1}d}

universal?

(b) Would it also suffice to choose justd −2 random numbers? In other words, is the set

H2 =
{

ha |a = 〈1,1,a3, . . . ,ad〉 ∈ {0, . . . , t −1}d}

universal?

3. (15 points) We are given a setS of n nonintersecting line segments and a setP of n points.
We want to find all pairs(p,s) ∈ P× S such thatp lies on s. Design an algorithm and
analyze its running time.
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4. (20 points) LetS be a set ofn disjoint line segments in the plane, and letp be a point that
does not lie on any of the segments inS. We wish to determine all segments inS that p
can see, i.e., all segmentss that contain some pointq so that the open line segmentspq
does not intersect any segment ofS. Describe anO(n logn) algorithm that uses a rotating
half-line with its endpoint atp. In the figure below, the segmentst1 andt2 are not visible
from p; all other segments are visible.

p

t1

t2

5. (15 points) Is the following statement true or false? If true, give a short explanation, if
false, give a counterexample.

Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph,s∈V a source vertex,t ∈V a sink vertex, andcap : E →
IN a capacity function. Let(S,T) be a minimums-t cut. Now suppose that we increase all
capacities by one; then(S,T) is also a minimums-t cut for the modified capacities.

6. (20 points) LetG = (V,E) be a directed graph,cap : E → IN a capacity function,c : E → IN
a cost function, andb : V → Z a demand/supply function with∑v b(v) = 0.

(a) Let f : E → IN be a flow. Describe how to check whetherf is a minimum cost flow
satisfying the demands and supplies. What is the running time of your method?

(b) Argue that there is a minimum cost flow in which the flow across each edge is integral.
Observe that all capacities and costs are integral.

(c) Assume thatf is a minimum cost flow. We increase the cost of one edge by one.
Describe how to updatef so that it becomes a minimum cost flow for the modified
network. What is the cost of updatingf ?

7. (30 points) LetG = (V,E) be a directed graph and lets ∈ V be a designated node. For a
subsetF ⊆ E of the edges, letq(F) be the number of nodes that are not reachable froms in
(V,E \F). We want to find theF that maximizesg(F) :=q(F)−|F|; for F = /0, we have
g(F) = 0. Describe a polynomial time algorithm for finding such anF.

Cake and coffee are served at 16:45 on first floor of MPI building.
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